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Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substance Contamination in Western Montana
Snowpack from Ski Wax

Justin R. Hotaling, UMT Geoscience
Dr. Nancy Hinman, UMT Geoscience
Dr. Michael Gonsior, UMD Environmental Science

ABSTRACT
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are defined by the EPA as fluorinated synthetic
chemicals that are commonly used in industry and household items. PFAS have been shown to
cause a variety of health issues, ranging from decreased birth weights to an increased risk of cancer.
PFAS have a persistent impact on the environment due to their decay rate of a few thousand years.
PFAS are ideal substances for enhancing ski wax due to their hydrophobic properties and inherent
ability to impregnate ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). PFAS-containing ski
waxes are now banned from ski racing by the Federation of International Skiing (FIS), yet these
regulations have been difficult to enforce. PFAS wax is still available to recreational skiers.
Waxes are periodically applied to the bases of skis to provide hydrophobic glide over snow.
However, little is known about the fate of these chemicals once they are scraped onto the snow
from a ski. In this study, the PFAS chemical composition in popular ski waxes are compared to the
PFAS composition in snow near Missoula, Montana: Montana Snowbowl ski area, a less frequently
skied area, Marshall Mountain, and Wallace Creek- a non-skied area.
I assessed the relationship between skier frequency and PFAS contamination in the local
watershed by comparing areas where ski wax is prevalent to areas where there is less. PFAS
composition in the snowpack and ski waxes were determined via liquid chromatography (LC) and
mass spectrometry (MS). The composition of PFAS in the snow revealed if the PFAS from ski wax
had contaminated local water supplies. PFAS compounds consistent with the ski wax samples were
found in all three sample locations. However, there was no relationship between skier frequency and
PFAS pollution discovered by this research. These results speak to the prevalence of PFAS pollution
within the greater Missoula ecosystem.

Montana Snowbowl

METHODS
- Snow:

- Wax:
o 100 mg of two fluorinated waxes from
local sporting goods stores were shaved
into small flakes.
o These flakes were placed in deionized
water and sonicated to allow for
extraction.
o After rest, the samples were treated with
1 drop of 37% HCl and passed through a
weak anion exchange (WAX) cartridge for
concentration.
o The concentrated analytes were removed
from the cartridge with 2% ammonium
hydroxide/methanol solution.
o A control of deionized water was subject
to the same process as the wax to assess
for process contamination.

o 250 mL of snow collected from each site
o 200 g of snow water equivalent (SWE)
was treated with 100 mcg of 37% HCl,
then passed through a weak anion
exchange (WAX) cartridge to concentrate
the analytes.
o Liquid/Liquid extraction was completed
using 2% ammonium
hydroxide/methanol to extract the
analytes from the WAX cartridge.
o Agilent Triple Quad LC/MS was used
with a delay column and C18 column to
obtain the composition data.
o A control of deionized water was subject
to the same process as the snow to assess
for process contamination.

Chromatogram of snow sample from Montana Snowbowl. X-axis trimmed to eliminate noise (false data). PFBS was not detected in this sample.
Orange = ADONA, Blue = PFPeS.

Wallace Creek

Chromatogram of snow sample from Wallace Creek. X-axis trimmed to eliminate noise (false data). Interestingly, PFBS was detected, and ADONA
had a stronger detection here than at Montana Snowbowl. Green = PFBS, Orange = ADONA, Blue = PFPeS.

Full chromatogram from Marshall Mountain’s Snow Sample. The small peaks that appear early and late in the diagram are results from
noise/PFAS contamination from the lab equipment. These data are not reported in the results.

Deionized Water - Control

INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have impacted the entire
planet (Carlson and Tupper, 2020). PFAS are commonly referred to as “forever chemicals” because
they maintain their chemical structure for hundreds of centuries. This means that the PFAS
contamination that is seen today is not likely to be corrected for thousands of years. PFAS
chemicals also have bio-accumulative properties; the more consumed by an organism, the greater
the effects (Chropeňová et al, 2016).

RESULTS
Marshall Mountain

The bio-accumulative property is of great concern to medical researchers and public health
officials. In a 2019 study by the CDC, 100% of blood samples from test subjects age 3-64 years
contained PFAS at a detectable level. The most common form of harmful exposure to PFAS
chemicals is ingesting contaminated water.
Ski wax is used to impregnate ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) ski bases
with hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons. The impregnation of the base causes reduced friction with
snow surface and a hydrophobic repellence to the thin layer of water on which skis glide. Ski wax is
gradually removed from the ski, causing the need for ski wax to be periodically reapplied. By
repeatedly adding wax to the bases of skis, PFAS chemicals are perpetually introduced to the
snowpack.
The composition of ski wax varies based on its intended use. Most common recreational waxes
use a hydrocarbon and paraffin base. These waxes are durable, therefore reapplied infrequently. In
contrast, race and competition waxes are often layered on the ski base. Often up to 12 different
waxes will be used to achieve the best glide and response for snow conditions. These waxes use a
hydrocarbon base with varying concentrations of fluorocarbons. Some race waxes are even
marketed as “Pure Fluorocarbon”. The higher the fluorocarbon concentration in the wax, the lower
the durability of the application. This means that the waxes most likely to cause PFAS pollution are
reapplied more frequently and contain a higher concentration of PFAS chemicals.
Once the wax is stripped from the ski, it enters the hydrosphere through the snowpack. As the
snowpack melts and metamorphoses, the contents of the wax are transported with the runoff,
eventually entering groundwater.

Chromatogram of deionized water – used as control. X-axis trimmed to eliminate noise (false data). The detection of ADONA represents
contamination from the processing of the samples. Orange = ADONA.

CONCLUSIONS
Chromatogram of snow sample from Marshall Mountain. X-axis trimmed to eliminate noise (false data). Y-axis scaled to display all analytes to the
same degree. Green = PFBS, Orange = ADONA, Blue = PFPeS.

Color

Retention Time

Compound

Green

8.8 minutes

PFBS
Perfluorobutane sulfonic Acid

Orange

9.2 minutes

Blue

9.7 minutes

ADONA
ammonium 4,8-dioxa-3Hperfluorononanoate
PFPeS
Perfluoropentane sulfonic acid

-

-

-

PFAS contamination in snowpack is
consistent with three PFAS compounds found
in locally sold ski waxes.
Pollution is not directly correlated to skier
frequency.
There are other significant sources of PFAS
contamination near Missoula, MT.

CONSIDERATIONS
Further research is needed to quantify the
degree of PFAS pollution from ski wax as well
as cumulative pollution.
Method development will need to include
reduction of PFAS contamination to eliminate
“noise” in the data.
Other sources of PFAS pollution should be
investigated.
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